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		    What is the Super Bowl and why is it so famous?


		


		

			The Super Bowl is the name by which the final of the National Football League (NFL) championship is known, in this game the champion teams of the National Conference and the American Conference face each other.

It was created as a symbol of American sport, since American football is the most popular sport in the United States. Originally, it was all about the sport and the players, but over time it became the most watched event in the entire United States, and today it captivates viewers around the globe.

What is the Super Bowl?

The Super Bowl is nothing more than an American football match where the two most winning teams of the year meet to determine which has been the best. Around this event, activities of all kinds are developed, the main attraction being the half-time show, where each year the artists with the most impact in the world are invited.

The inclusion of the halftime show, with the characteristics it currently has, was included for the first free porn time in the 1993 Super Bowl.

The NFL, faced with the progressive decline that attendance at the game was suffering, made the decision to invite Michael Jackson to cheer the halftime show, its success was immediate, gradually becoming a benchmark for American sports, xvideos and unprecedented recognition for the artists who are invited.



Curiosities of the first Super Bowl

The first Super Bowl was held in 1967, at that time it featured an average attendance for a football game. Neither the teams that played that final, nor those attending the game imagined that they were witnessing the birth of a cultural icon for North Americans. Some curious aspects during this first Super Bowl:

	It was not called the Super Bowl, names like “The Big One” and “The Game” were proposed, but finally its name was: “Game for the world championship between the AFL and the NFL”
	At that time there were the American League and the National League, their teams had never faced each other. They were associations that the players, spectators and fans contested.
	For this first Super Bowl not all tickets to the game were sold, maybe today it is hard to believe it but at that time it was just another American football game.
	It was held at the Memorial Coliseum in Los Angeles, California.
	Two television networks jointly broadcast the game, CBS and NBC, paid $ 1 million for the rights to each league. It was the only joint broadcast of a Super Bowl. Currently, broadcast rights are around $ 3 billion according to Forbes.
	At the beginning of the second half, the NBC network was still broadcasting commercials, the first play was canceled and had to be repeated so that its audience did not miss any detail of the game.
	As two leagues competed in all aspects, it was even necessary to use two brands of balls, since each league had an official ball. The participating brands were Wilson and Spalding.
	During this first half time the show was in charge of bands from the University of Arizona and Grambing College.


In its beginnings, with the Super Bowl, it was sought to compete with the audience of the Baseball World Series, however, the cultural impact it produced for Americans and the expansion it has achieved today with viewers around the world is already known.

This is one of the most anticipated events for American football fans, many mature videos families come together to appreciate it on television and in each new installment it manages to surpass the previous ones, surprising and innovating with brilliance and the participation of recognized world-famous celebrities. And you, do you enjoy these types of events?
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		    Latest Music Trends


		


		

			Global music trends vary depending on the music genre and the region where you are. It is impressive to see the speed with which information is viralized through the networks and the easy access to them. Likewise, you have knowledge of which ones the audience like or dislike the most, and which ones have evolved and transformed their characteristic sounds or styles.

Trend in Latin America

Latin America has genres typical of the region that have remained at the top since its inception until today. These include bachata, cumbia, reggaetón, vallenato, salsa and merengue. However, you also find the presence of Latin pop or rock styles, influenced by other currents.

Already mentioned these genres, in the same way you will find what is the trend that has prevailed in the region, its main exponents and where you can listen to it, either on YouTube, Spotify, Apple Music or Amazon Music, to name a few digital platforms.

YouTube

This application shows that the most listened to genres between 2020 and early 2021 in the region are: reggaeton, Latin pop and bachata. Without a doubt, these are the most listened to songs:

	Dákiti, by Bad Bunny and Jhay Cortéz.
	Bichota, by Karol G.
	Relationship, by Sech, Rosalía, Daddy Yankee, J Balwin and Farruko.
	Favorite, by Camilo.
	Hawaii, from Maluma.
	Tusa, by Karol G and Nicki Minaj (being the most listened to in 2020).
	Made for me, by Boza.
	Caramelo, by Ozuna.
	You can tell, by Lele Pons and Guaynaa.
	Expensive clothes, by Camilo.
	I perreo alone, from Bad Bunny.
	The best version of me, by Natti Natasha and Romeo Santos.
	Keii, by Anuel AA.
	Tattoo, by Camilo and Rauw Alejandro.
	Ideal Girl, by Sebastián Yatra y Guaynaa.


Spofity

In Spofity, you find the same ones as in Youtube with some additional ones within the Top 10, such as:

	Rojo, by J Balwin.
	For the first time, by Camilo and Evaluna Montaner.
	Safaera, by Bad Bunny.
	Blinding Lights, by The Weeknd.
	The difficult one, by Bad Bunny.


Trend in North America and Europe

Both regions are characterized by having the most prevalent musical genres today: pop, rock, hip hop and techno music. Generally, music goes beyond borders, being accepted by everyone as a fabulous expression of art.

Therefore, at this point, the most listened to in these countries and in the different digital platforms during 2020 and 2021 will be highlighted.



Youtube

Here, the most popular and trendy of the moment is:

	Shallow (from A star is born), by Lady Gaga and Bradley Cooper.
	Jerusalema, by Master KG.
	Blinding Lights, by The Weeknd.
	Rich life, by Camilo.
	From scratch, by Melendi and Beret.
	Levitating, by Dua Lipa and DaBaby.
	Afterglow, by Ed Sheeran.
	Take you dancing, by Jason Derulo.
	Anyone by Justin Bieber.
	One step from the moon, from Ana Mena and Rocco.
	My religion, by Nil Moliner.
	Prisoner, by Miley Cyrus and Dua Lipa.
	Rojo, by J Balwin.
	Hawaii, by Maluma and The Weeknd.
	Positions, by Ariana Grande.
	GNAT, by Eminem.
	Michelle by Sir Chloe.
	Drivers license, by Olivia Rodrigo.


Spofity

In this digital platform they stand out as the most listened to and popular, the same as in the YouTube application and these additional ones:

	Girl like me, by Black Eyed Peas and Shakira.
	Soon, by Danny Ocean.
	Watch by Rauw Alejandro and Anuel AA.
	Bichota, by Karol G.
	Bandit, from Myke Towers.
	Made for me, by Boza.
	Dákiti, by Bad Bunny and Jhay Cortéz.


Undoubtedly, all the artists mentioned in this article are leading the sales positions and their songs are in the first places of the most used platforms currently, we predict the greatest success.
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		    Fun Facts About Singer Lady Gaga


		


		

			The American singer Lady Gaga is a worldwide music icon, she has millions of fans around the world whom she identifies with the name of “Little Monsters”, although she also has many detractors of her appearance, style and eccentricity. .

Apart from her world fame, Lady Gaga has certain characteristics that make her unique, some data can be quite curious, such as the fact that she has shared classes with the youngest of the Hiltons.

Lady Gaga Biography

The singer and actress Stefani Joanne Angelina Germanotta, known as Lady Gaga, was born in New York City on March 28, 1986. Her first studies were at a Catholic school, later she entered the Tish School of The Arts at the University of New York, however, dropped out of school to focus fully on his musical career.

His first successes were in rock, being signed by Streamline Records. Her voice captivated artist Akon who convinced her to sign a contract with Kone Live Distribution.

In 2008, Lady Gaga was catapulted to world fame with her album “The Fame”, released that same year, from then on her personality and particular style guaranteed her a place among the most prominent personalities on the world music scene.



Lady Gaga Interesting Facts

It is common to hear multiple comments regarding the eccentric style and unusual activities that the composer, designer and actress also performs. Here are some fun facts about Lady Gaga:

	She was the composer of some songs for famous artists such as: Britney Spears, Jennifer Lopez, Fergie, New Kids on the Block, among many others.
	Motivated by her mother’s desire, Lady Gaga learned to play the piano at the age of four. During this process, his love for music was born.
	One of his most popular songs “Just Dance” he wrote in ten minutes, after a long night of partying.
	Stefani Germanotta, has multiple nicknames in addition to Lady Gaga, such as: Mermaid, Loopy, Gagaloo, among others.
	You deeply admire the film director Martin Scorsese.
	Everyone remembers the meat dress with which he attended the VMA in 2010, what few know is that this outfit weighed 22 kg.
	Lady Gaga has multiple tattoos on her body, yet for some reason they are all on the left side.
	Attended the same school as the Hilton sisters, sharing classes with the youngest of them.
	He suffers from fibromyalgia, a disease that causes him deep pain. For this reason, she has been forced to cancel several presentations, until she considers leaving the music scene for a time.
	Among many occupations, she is also a fashion designer. He made a line in conjunction with fellow singer Elton Jhon.
	His ancestry is French-Canadian, and Italian on his father’s side.
	Prior to her success in the musical world, she was a Gogo dancer and a pianist in bars.
	Her natural hair color is black, she decided to change it to blonde to avoid comparisons or similarities with Amy Winehouse.
	Her stage name Lady Gaga, comes from the song Radio Ga Ga by Queen. Stefani constantly sang this song so her friends started calling her this way.
	In his youth he suffered many times from bullying, this caused him to suffer from eating disorders since he was 15 years old.
	She publicly confessed that she was raped when she was 19 years old.


Lady Gaga is a world-class artist, as you have been able to know, she has many aspects that are not completely known, that make her unique and that are key factors of her personality and her success.

His fans around the world love his music and can’t wait to see how he continues to grow and evolve in his career as a major star.
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		    The 5 most promising singers of today


		


		

			In the world there are important and well-marked musical trends, with genres typical of the various regions that comprise it. These styles have top leaders and exponents, not only nationally but internationally. With this article you will meet the most promising singers of today.

What is success in singers?

It is important to know that the world of music, like that of acting, is a very complicated one. You need to be lucky and talented, to like the audience, to stand out above the rest, to have a good record label and contracts. As if that were not enough, also impose fashion and be within the beauty standards established by society.

What is for many a hard work and almost impossible to achieve. At the other extreme, you find a successful group, which has managed to rise to the top and position itself as the most successful and promising singers of the moment.

It is not the same to have a promising career due to their musical trajectory and the successes achieved with each of their compositions and albums, than to have an unbridled and abysmal popularity that quickly fades, causing many of these artists to be forgotten.

Fame requires hard work, not everything comes down to physical beauty or a commercial voice. Those in search of notoriety must bring together talents, abilities and skills in keeping with the dynamism of today’s society.

The most successful singers in the world

This group is made up of singers who have been imposing musical and fashionable styles for years and who still continue to influence new talents, and even surpass them in the Top Rankings in the world on different musical, radio, TV or digital platforms. .

This compilation is made up of the following singers, in no specific order of importance:

Shakira

Colombian Shakira, with a great resume as a singer, songwriter, dancer, producer and her great will to help people (remember that she was named as UNICEF Ambassador). She debuted in 1990, has worldwide recognition and millions of followers. Thanks to his good compositions in pop, rock, urban and Arabic styles. At the beginning of the year 2021, she reached number 1 in some rankings with “Girl like me”.



Daddy Yankee

The Puerto Rican Daddy Yankee singer, songwriter and producer. It currently appears as the greatest exponent of Reggaetón worldwide. He has had a great influence on the genre for years, among his most recent hits of 2020 is “Relationship” in collaboration with Sech and Rosalía.

Taylor Swift

Taylor Swift has popularized the taste for that long-forgotten country style, with her country pop and country rock compositions. With millions of fans around the world, he carries his American flag high. Her biggest hit is “Shake it off” and her most recent “Folklore” in 2020. In 2019, she was the highest paid singer.

Ed Sheeran

The Briton is a musician and singer-songwriter. He has remained leading and among the main Top Rankings of music thanks to his romantic and fresh style, of his most popular singles such as “Perfect”, “Photograph” and “Shape of you”.

His most recent hits “Afterglow” and “I don´t care” in duet with Justin Bieber, the latter has sounded a lot and went viral on TIK TOK in 2020.

Billie Eilish

The American at her early age already has 5 Grammy awards and great world recognition, which many other artists in years have not yet reached. Her pop style and her most recent singles like “No time to die” position her in many Rankings as the best singer and the most voted in 2021.

These 5 talented artists have earned a position on this list and the hearts of their followers with much effort, thanks to their talent and human quality demonstrated on multiple occasions, we can only wait for their next hits.


		


	




		


		
	



	







